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Abstract
This paper constitutes a fundamental revision of the author’s earlier research and resolves a long-standing debate concerning the
late Quaternary history of the Canadian High Arctic, supporting its inundation by glaciers during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).
A transect along east Ellesmere Island demonstrates that ice advanced northward and southward along the axis of Nares Strait during
the late Wisconsinan, debouching from a central saddle in Kane Basin. The configuration of Ellesmere Island and Greenland ice is
based on moraines, meltwater channels and erratics. The youngest AMS C date obtained on shelly till suggests ice buildup after
19 ka BP whereas many other dates are younger than 30 ka BP. Furthermore, the lowest (youngest) detectable amino acid ratios on
shells from till postdate the Robeson aminozone ('70 ka BP) and are separated from Holocene ratios by a narrow gap wholly
consistent with the occupation of the strait by late Wisconsinan ice.
Re-entry of the sea throughout Nares Strait is shown by a series of paleogeographic maps based on geomorphic evidence and
radiocarbon dates on shells associated with marine limit. Deglaciation at the north end of the strait occurred by 10.1 ka BP and, at the
south end, by 9.0 ka BP. Nares Strait may still have been blocked by ice north of Kane Basin at 8 ka BP, however; by 7.5 ka BP it
provided an unobstructed seaway from the Arctic Ocean to Baffin Bay. The prominent ice margins within the fiords of eastern
Ellesmere Island, previously considered to mark the last ice limit, record regional stabilization of land-based ice after breakup of
preceding marine-based margins. Other implications of this study are: that ice buildup occurred post-30 ka BP (and possibly post-19
ka BP) during an interval widely assumed to be constrained by severe aridity in the high arctic; and that coalescent Greenland and
Ellesmere Island ice during the LGM promoted thickening of the eastern Ellesmere Island ice divide, causing enhanced westward flow
across the island to Eureka Sound. Sizeable postglacial emergence (80—120 m) on eastern Ellesmere Island is associated with the
retreat of thick ice (*1 km) from the strait. Greater emergence in Eureka Sound, which extends southward into the central arctic
islands, confirms the previously proposed axis of the Innuitian Ice Sheet. Further clarification of the extent, geometry, and retreat of
the Innuitian Ice Sheet will provide new opportunities for glaciological and geophysical modelling, and help to identify late
Quaternary sediment sources for the Arctic Ocean and Baffin Bay.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
This paper presents a major revision of my previous
research on Ellesmere Island. It focusses on Nares Strait,
the regional name applied to the straits and basins separating Ellesmere Island from Greenland (Fig. 1). Nares
Strait extends from the Arctic Ocean in the north
to Baffin Bay in the south and along its axis the Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice sheets formerly coalesced.
*Tel.: 001 403 492 3265; fax: 001 403 492 2030;
E-mail address: John. england@ualberta.ca

Although glacial and marine sediments are widespread
along Nares Strait, previous research has been concentrated at its northern and southern extremities. This
paper combines previous research with the Quaternary
geomorphology and stratigraphy recently investigated
along the intervening coast (300 km) of eastern Ellesmere
Island. Emphasis is placed on the geomorphic and stratigraphic evidence for the maximum configuration of ice in
Nares Strait, including the chronology of growth, wastage, and the reentry of the sea.
An early hypothesis concerning glaciation on Ellesmere Island proposed that the Greenland Ice Sheet had
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east (Blake, 1970, 1975, 1992a; Denton and Hughes, 1981;
Funder, 1989; Peltier, 1994). A second school proposes
that the Queen Elizabeth Islands were occupied by discontinuous ice caps during the LGM, termed the Franklin Ice Complex (England, 1976a). The Franklin Ice
Complex left ice-free areas, and did not coalesce with the
neighbouring Laurentide and Greenland ice sheets (England, 1976a, 1983, 1996; Dyke and Prest, 1987; England
and Bednarski, 1989; Lemmen and England, 1992). These
hypotheses have remained controversial because both
schools have failed to provide unequivocal evidence in
their favour. The strengths and weaknesses of these two
opposing hypotheses are briefly outlined.
1.1. The Innuitian Ice Sheet

Fig. 1. Location map of the eastern Queen Elizabeth Islands and
Northwest Greenland, showing regional place names used in text and
contemporary glaciers (shaded). Nares Strait is the collective name for
the channel extending from northern Baffin Bay to Lincoln Sea.

crossed Hazen Plateau (Taylor 1956). Christie (1967)
rejected this hypothesis based on mapping of Greenland
erratics on eastern Ellesmere Island which indicate that
Greenland ice never extended more than 20 km inland.
Additional mapping of Greenland erratics along northeast Ellesmere Island confirmed Christie’s observations
(England and Bradley, 1978; Retelle, 1986). At the south
end of Nares Strait, advance of Greenland ice onto Ellesmere Island was also documented (Blake, 1977; Christie,
1983). Fieldwork conducted since the 1970s has established that Greenland and Ellesmere Island glaciers inundated Nares Strait, dispersing northward and southward
from Kane Basin (Fig. 1). However, there has not been
a consensus regarding when ice last occupied Nares Strait.
The late Quaternary history of Nares Strait is embedded in a broader debate concerning the style of glaciation
in the Canadian High Arctic during the last glacial maximum (LGM). One school proposes that the Innuitian
Ice Sheet occupied the Queen Elizabeth Islands (Fig. 1)
during the LGM when it coalesced with the Laurentide
Ice Sheet to the south and the Greenland Ice Sheet to the

Three related observations were used to support the
Innuitian Ice Sheet during the LGM (Blake, 1970, 1972).
Firstly, an axis of greater postglacial emergence ('25 m
since 5 ka BP, Blake, 1970, 1975) was identified, extending from Bathurst Island in the southwest to Eureka
Sound in the northeast (Fig. 1). This axis of greater
emergence, termed the Innuitian uplift (Walcott 1972),
was interpreted to record the axis of former maximum ice
thickness, ascribed to the Innuitian Ice Sheet (Blake,
1970; Tushingham, 1991). Secondly, the regional distribution of radiocarbon dates on marine shells indicated
that the oldest shells (&12 ka BP) occur on the western
extremity of the Queen Elizabeth Islands and become
progressively younger toward Eureka Sound (8—9 ka BP;
Blake, 1972). This distribution of dates was interpreted to
record the progressive entry of marine fauna controlled
by the retreat of the Innuitian Ice Sheet towards its
former axis in Eureka Sound. Thirdly, fresh glacial abrasion (striae and rock bedforms), especially along the
southeast coast of Ellesmere Island (Blake, 1977), was
attributed to coalescent Innuitian and Greenland ice
which formed the Smith Sound Ice Stream debouching
from southern Nares Strait into Baffin Bay (Blake, 1992a;
Blake et al., 1992, 1996).
To date, the most problematic weakness of the Innuitian Ice Sheet model has been the lack of stratigraphic
evidence for its subsequent retreat, most notably along
Eureka Sound (England, 1976a; Bell, 1996). For example,
Hodgson (1985) mapped a prominent ‘drift belt’ within
the fiords of western Ellesmere Island that extends
5—60 km beyond modern ice margins. Although glaciomarine sediments of early Holocene age are widely
associated with the ‘drift belt’, similar sediments and
chronological control were not identified beyond the
drift belt, leaving uncertain the occupation of Eureka
Sound by the Innuitian Ice Sheet (during the LGM). At
the north end of Eureka Sound, Bell (1992, 1996) proposed that Fosheim Peninsula (Fig. 1) was occupied
solely by local ice during the LGM whereas its inundation by regional ice is attributed to glaciations older than
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0.4 Ma (Bell, 1992, 1996). Similar arguments for more
extensive, pre-Late Wisconsinan glaciations were made
for NE Ellesmere Island (England, 1977, 1983; England,
et al., 1981; Retelle, 1986 Hemmenand England, 1992).
Because of the lack of unequivocal geological evidence
along the proposed axis of the Innuitian Ice Sheet during
the LGM, all related criteria (striae, regional distribution
of shell dates etc.) were open to alternative interpretations (England, 1976a, England et al., 1981). Furthermore, the relationship between the Innuitian Ice Sheet
and the pattern and magnitude of postglacial emergence
in the Queen Elizabeth Island also remained problematic
because fundamentally different glacier reconstructions
could be invoked to explain it (England, 1976b, 1997;
Boulton, 1979; Tushingham, 1991; England et al., 1991).
Although the Innuitian Ice Sheet was proposed almost 30
years ago it remains without a defined margin, identified
ice divides, or isochrones showing its history of retreat.
1.2. Franklin Ice Complex
Numerous authors have proposed that during the
LGM glaciers in the Canadian High Arctic advanced
only 5—60 km beyond present margins (England, 1976a,
1978, 1992, 1996: Bednarski, 1986; Retelle, 1986; England
and Bednarski, 1989; Lemmen, 1989; Evans, 1990, Lemmen
et al., 1994; Bell, 1996). The resulting Franklin Ice Complex
was presumed to be constrained by regional aridity and by
calving in widespread marine channels (England, 1987a).
The hypothesis further proposes that the last ice limit was
attained as late as 8 ka BP based on '500 radiocarbon
dates on glaciomarine sediments that terminate on, or close
to, the present coast (Dyke and Prest, 1987).
Above and beyond the Franklin Ice Complex, it was
proposed that the terrain is more weathered, containing
moraines and meltwater channels predating the LGM
(England and Bradley, 1978; England et al., 1981; Bell,
1996). Of key importance, was the evidence on NE Ellesmere Island that ice retreat from these older margins is
recorded by marine shorelines at 160—285 m above sea
level (asl) (locally twice the height of Holocene marine
limit). Radiocarbon dates and amino acid ratios on shells
related to these older shorelines indicated ages
'35 ka BP (England and Bradley, 1978; England et al.,
1981; Retelle, 1986).
Distal to the Franklin Ice Complex, it was proposed
further that a full glacial ‘Innuitian Sea’ occupied fiords
and marine channels, trimming the older landscape.
Evidence used to support a full glacial sea on NE Ellesmere Island included radiocarbon dates on marine shells
that indicated that the sea occupied several fiords at
marine limit for at least two thousand years prior to the
presumed onset of ice retreat and regional emergence
(&8 ka BP, England, 1983). This history of relative sea
level differed significantly from sites elsewhere in Arctic
Canada where rapid and continuous emergence followed
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deglaciation (Andrews, 1970; Blake, 1975). The stable
relative sea level reported from the full glacial sea was
considered consistent with the sea level history to be
expected from geophysical models for a peripheral depression (Walcott, 1970; England, 1983, 1992). In the case
of NE Ellesmere Island, the onset of glacial unloading
(thinning) was assumed to produce uplift within the peripheral depression, however; the resulting stable relative
sea level required a similar rate of eustatic sea level rise to
balance it.
Several chronological problems have challenged the
presence of the ‘full glacial sea’. Because it was assumed
that marine limit in the full glacial sea was established by
8 ka BP, it follows that older marine sediments and shells
should also record the preceding transgression (corresponding to ice buildup and glacioisostatic loading of the
peripheral depression). However, the absence of dates
between 10 and 20 ka BP, distal to the Franklin Ice
Complex, constitutes a pivotal shortcoming. Similar concerns were raised about sites on eastern Baffin Island that
were regarded to lie beyond the limit of the last glaciation
(Andrews and Ives, 1972; Andrews, 1975). There appears
to be no compelling explanation of the absence of these
dates from the full glacial sea. The earlier suggestion that
shells dating between 10 and 20 ka BP were precluded by
severe environmental conditions (perennial sea ice, England, 1990) is weakened by the presence of marine fauna
('10 ka BP) both in western Arctic Canada (Vincent,
1983; McNeely and J+rgensen, 1992; Kerr, 1996), and on
Spitsbergen (Forman et al., 1987; Forman, 1990). Both
areas occupy High Arctic locations similar to Ellesmere
Island. Furthermore, two shell dates (11.6 ka BP and
14.9 ka BP) have been reported from northern Ellesmere
Island (Evans, 1990; Bednarski, 1995). The argument that
shells of this age ('10 ka BP) are more widespread, but
simply have not been collected, has lost credibility with
repeated (failed) efforts to find them. Nor can all of the
'10 ka BP shells be below present sea level because the
sea still had to transgress to marine limit ('100 m asl,
England, 1992).
This paper presents new evidence that favours the
occupation of Nares Strait by glaciers during the LGM.
The restricted ice margin of the Franklin Ice Complex,
inferred from the majority of land-based glacial and sea
level evidence in eastern Ellesmere Island (England,
1996), is reinterpreted as a regional stabilization of glaciers following retreat of marine-based margins. The inundation of Nares Strait during the LGM has broad
implications for the paleoclimatology and glacial history
of the Canadian High Arctic (England 1998).

2. Physiography, geology and climate
Nares Strait is widest (&120 km) and most shallow
((200 m) near its centre, in Kane Basin (Fig. 2). North
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Fig. 2. Place names used in text along Nares Strait. Contemporary glaciers are shaded and generalized bathymetry is shown in metres. Water depth in
Hall Basin reaches '720 m. Dashed line (grey) along outer Hazen Plateau and Judge Daly Promontory marks westward limit of Greenland erratics
based on England and Bradley (1978) and Retelle (1986). Dotted line on Hazen Plateau is Greenland ice limit proposed by Christie (1967).

and south of Kane Basin, it deepens progressively to
&600 m (Pelletier, 1966). The Greenland coast of Nares
Strait is characterized by dissected plateaus, mostly below 1000 m asl, which extend 50—100 km beyond the
Greenland Ice Sheet. A similar landscape characterizes
Hazen Plateau and Judge Daly Promontory, NE Ellesmere Island. However, to the south, the Ellesmere Island

coast is cliffed, and dissected by narrow valleys and
occasional fiords. Along southwestern Kane Basin, fiords
dominate the Ellesmere Island coast, incising low plateaus surrounding Bache Peninsula (Fig. 2).
Nares Strait is a transcurrent fault (Dawes and Kerr,
1982) bounded on both sides predominantly by lower
Palaeozoic carbonate rocks. Proterozoic granite, gneiss
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and metasediments crop out south of Bache Peninsula
(Ellesmere Island), and on Inglefield Land (Greenland).
To the north, along the entire length of Nares Strait, the
Shield is concealed by carbonate successions; it reaches
the surface only well inside the margin of the Greenland
Ice Sheet. Hence, north of Kane Basin, granite and gneiss
boulders, resting on sedimentary terrane of Ellesmere
Island, constitute conspicuous erratics of Greenland
provenance.
The climate of Nares Strait shows a pronounced gradient from continental arctic in the north to maritime arctic
in the south. The northernmost weather station is Alert,
NE Ellesmere Island (Fig. 2), where mean annual temperature is !20°C and mean annual precipitation is
&15 cm. The south end of the strait is bordered by
North Water, a prominent polynya in Baffin Bay (Fig. 1)
which locally moderates the climate and increases precipitation (&30 cm yr\) in the eastern Queen Elizabeth
Islands (Maxwell, 1981). The availability of moisture is
manifest today on southeast Ellesmere Island where glaciers occupy 70% of the coastline (Koerner, 1979). In
contrast, the lower and arid northeast coast of Ellesmere
Island is ice-free up to 70 km inland from Nares Strait
(Fig. 2).
Humboldt and Petermann glaciers are the largest outlet glaciers draining the Greenland Ice Sheet into Nares
Strait (Fig. 2). The terminus of Humboldt Glacier is
100 km wide, constituting much of the northeast coast of
Kane Basin. On Ellesmere Island, outlet glaciers from the
Agassiz Ice Cap and Prince of Wales Icefield terminate in
fiords flanking the southern half of Nares Strait. Farther
north, icefields in Grant Land Mountains are separated
from Nares Strait by Hazen Plateau (Fig. 1). Numerous,
smaller icecaps and cirque glaciers also occupy both sides
of Nares Strait, most notably on Washington Land,
Greenland (Fig. 2).

3. Maximum extent of former glaciation
Evidence for the former contact of Greenland and
Ellesmere Island ice is presented along a transect on the
west side of Nares Strait, progressing from north to
south. The northeast margin of Hazen Plateau is within
20 km of Hall Land, North Greenland (Fig. 2). The proximity of the plateau, combined with its subdued topography (600—1000 m asl), made it accessible to past advances
of the Greenland Ice Sheet (England, 1974). On Hazen
Plateau, Christie (1967, Map 1192A) shows ‘a suggested
western limit of Greenland ice’ extending from Alert in
the northeast to the central Hazen Plateau in the southwest (Fig. 2). However, the western third of this provisional ice margin is based on observations of erratics
below Holocene marine limit, likely indicating ice-rafting
as a second mode of erratic emplacement. Subsequently,
Retelle (1986) mapped Greenland erratics on Hazen
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Plateau, opposite Hall Land, which extend at least 15 km
inland and onto summits at 670 m asl (Fig. 2). Retelle
(1986) also recognized the confluence of Ellesmere Island
and Greenland ice in this area.
Retelle (1986) described the breakup of Greenland and
Ellesmere Island ice along Hazen Plateau. While ice
margins were coalescent, he reports an initial stage of
thinning marked by kames and meltwater channels up to
415 m asl. After separation and further thinning, Greenland meltwater graded to a former sea level at 286 m asl
along Wrangel Bay (Fig. 2). The 286 m shoreline is the
highest former sea level reported from Ellesmere Island.
Retelle (1986, p. 1003) adds that: ‘Discontinuous outcrops of glaciomarine silt with dropstones are found from
above (Holocene) marine limit at 116 m almost up to the
286 m beach’. The microfaunal content of these silts
include ‘a well-preserved and unabraded assemblage
dominated by the High Arctic inner shelf foraminifera
Islandiella helenae and is most likely of Quaternary and
possibly of Wisconsinan age’ (Retelle, 1986, p. 1004).
Conventional radiocarbon determinations (assumed to
be minimum age estimates) on two shell samples collected from glaciomarine silt (&140 m asl) dated
31.3 ka BP and '32 ka BP (site 1, Table 1; England,
1983, Retelle, 1986). Amino acid analyses on shells from
this site are assigned to the Robeson aminozone
('70 ka BP, Retelle, 1986).
Conspicuous evidence for former coalescence of
Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice occurs on NE Judge
Daly Promontory (Figs. 2 and 3) where the coastline is
characterized by dissected mountains reaching 840 m asl.
The mountains enclose an interior graben (the Pavy
River Fault), that extends from Cape Baird (the tip of the
promontory) to the mouth of the Daly River (36 km to
the SW, Fig. 4). This graben influenced the style of
deglaciation.
The contact of Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice is
marked where opposing meltwater channels meet at their
formerly coalescent margins (Figs. 3—5). This contact
occurs inland (west) of Nares Strait (Fig. 4), showing that
Greenland ice dominated NE Judge Daly Promontory as
it did the outer Hazen Plateau. During this time, Ellesmere Island ice advanced southward from 600 m deep
Lady Franklin Bay. Ellesmere ice exiting the bay filled
tributary valleys on the promontory to 610 m asl, where
meltwater channels traverse local summits (Figs. 5 and 6).
Greenland ice advanced westward from Nares Strait and
filled the interior graben, terminating against mountains
whose slopes have meltwater channels and erratics up to
640 m asl (the observable limit of glaciation). Summits
above are characterized by erratic-free felsenmeer (at
1100 m asl; England and Bradley 1978) suggesting that
they were nunataks separating the Ellesmere Island and
Greenland ice (Figs. 5 and 6). Local ice from Judge Daly
Promontory also advanced down valleys traversing
these mountains, coalescing with Greenland ice. The
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Table 1
Pre-Holocene radiocarbon dates
Site
No.

Location

Laboratory
dating no.

Age
(Yr BP)

Enclosing
sediment

1a
1b
2a
2b

Wrangel Bay
Wrangel Bay
Hall Land
Hall Land

SI-5549
S-2112
S-2304
TO-454

31,300$900
'32,050
'33,000
30,390$300

116—286
Unknown
&144
&144

82°
82°
81°
81°

3a
3b

Hall Land
Hall Land

S-2303
TO-450

'33,000
26,800$250

Unknown
Unknown

81° 31
81° 31

60° 36 England (1985)
60° 36 This paper

3c
4a

TO-451
DIC-544

24,220$190
23,110$700

Unknown
Unknown

81° 31
81° 20

DIC-738

29,670$900

Outwash terrace

160

Unknown

81° 20

60° 36 This paper
65° 02’ England
et al. (1978)
65° 02 Same as above

5

Hall Land
Judge Daly
Promontory
Judge Daly
Promontory
Daly River

Marine Silt
90
Marine diamicton
136
Littoral sand
142
From same sample
142
above
Marine silt
122
From same sample
122
above
From sample above
122
Till
&210

ST-4325

27,950$5400

Outwash terrace

105

Unknown

81° 14

6a

Seegloo River

SI-4030

'39,000

10?

Unknown

81° 07

6b

Seegloo River

SI-4028

40,350$750

20?

'20

81° 07

7a

Panikpah River TO-2913

24,680$180

100

Unknown

81° 03

Panikpah River
Valley D-4
Rawlings Bay
Rawlings Bay
Radmore
Harbour
Radmore
Harbour
Radmore
Harbour
Kane Basin
Kane Balin
Kane Basin
Kane Basin
Kane Basin
Kane Basin
Scoresby Bay
Scoresby Bay
Dobbin Bay
Dobbin Bay
Franklin Pierce
Bay
Flagler Bay
Flagler Bay
Hayes Fiord
Cape Herschel
Cape Herschel
Cape Herschel
West of Cape
Herschel
West of Cape
Herschel

TO-2916
TO-2921
TO-3484
TO-3483
TO-3472

29,010$280
26,520$170
39,470$510
27,030$210
13,040$110

Debris flow
deposits
Subtill sand &
gravel
Deltaic sand and
gravel
Marine silt
Marine silt
Marine sand
Surface sample
Till

65° 48 England 1977;
Lemmen and
England (1992)
66° 32 England
et al. (1982)
66° 35 England
et al. (1982)
66° 45 England (1996)

88
90
20
65
'92

'88
unknown
'23
Unknown
Unknown

81°
80°
80°
80°
80°

66°
68°
69°
69°
70°

TO-4203

24,580$210

Till

'92

Unknown

80° 31

70° 38 England (1996)

TO-4204

28,160$970

Till

'92

Unknown

80° 31

70° 38 England (1996)

TO-3476
TO-3768
TO-3480
TO-3478
TO-3481
TO-3479
TO-4202
GSC-5722
TO-4188
TO-5663
TO-4196

39,900$530
34,190$350
44,630$800
38,120$450
49,000$1070
37,560$430
24,250$190
30,900$950
42,620$660
31,400$900
27,270$510

Marine silt
Marine silt
Marine gravel
Marine silt
Marine silt
Bedded sand
Till
Surface
Marine silt
Marine silt
Till

36
36
(2
6
6
7
85
77
54
46
98

'36
'36
'2
'6
'6
'7
Unknown
Unknown
*66
'46
Unknown

80°
80°
80°
80°
80°
80°
79°
79°
79°
79°
79°

70°
70°
70°
70°
70°
70°
71°
71°
73°
74°
74°

07
07
03
03
03
03
28
29
48
54
50

England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England 1996
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
This paper

TO-5591
TO-5601
TO-5607
TO-1268
Ua-2209
Ua-2210
TO-228

19,030$140
22,690$170
32,040$310
28,900$240
30,350$800
31,050$860
28,560$240

Till
Till
Till
Till
Till
Till
Till

'165
119
80

Unknown
Unknown
unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

79° 08
79° 06
79° 01
&78° 36
&78° 36
&78° 36
Unspecified

76°
75°
&76°
&74°
&74°
&74°

53
57
33
36
36
36

This paper
This paper
Blake (1992b)
Blake (1992b)
Blake (1992b)
Blake (1992b)
Blake (1992b)

TO-924

31,990$290

Till

Unknown

Unspecified

4b

7b
8
9a
9b
10a
10b
10c
11a
11b
11c
11d
11e
11f
12a
12b
13
14
15
16
17
18
19a
19b
19c
20a
20b

Sample
elevation
(m asl)

Related
Relative
Sea level
(m asl)

Lat.

Long

02
02
46
46

02
42
21
21
31

13
13
13
13
13
13
52
52
52
47
24

62°
62°
59°
59°

Reference

32
32
18
18

40
29
35
34
38

Retelle (1986)
Retelle (1986)
England (1985)
This paper

England
England
England
England
England

(1996)
(1996)
(1996)
(1996)
(1996)

Blake (1992b)

1. Laborabory designations: GSC"Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa; TO"IsoTrace Laboratory, University of Toronto; DIC"DICARB
(Radioisotope) Corporation, Oklahoma; S"Saskatchewan Research Council, Saskatoon; SI"Smithsonian Institution, Washington; Ua"The
Sverdberg Laboratory, Uppsala Universitet, Uppsala.
2. Four radiocarbon dates, associated with former ice shelf moraines (England et al., 1978) in Valley A, and along the lower Daly River, ranged from
23 to 30 ka BP. These samples were too small for proper pretreatment (leaching), hence they are considered to be minimum age estimates only.
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Fig. 3. Landsat 2 (RBV-2) image of northeastern Ellesmere Island (Judge Daly Promontory) and northwestern Greenland, taken 25 July 1976, from an
altitude of 931 km. Sea ice (grey) occupies northern Kane Basin. Land areas are snow-free, and glaciers and icefields are clearly delineated. Dotted
white line shows former contact of Ellesmere Island and Greenland ice. National Aeronautics and Space Administration image 8-2550-18474-2-01.

Greenland Ice Sheet meltwater channels descend to the
northern end of the nunataks where Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice coalesced, filling a preglacial valley with
&385 m of ice (Figs. 5 and 6). The contact on northern
Judge Daly Promontory is oriented &N—S, suggesting
that it continues across the mouth of Lady Franklin Bay
to Hazen Plateau (Christie, 1967; Retelle, 1986, and Fig. 2).
The eastern highlands of Judge Daly Promontory were
overtopped by Greenland ice. The highest summit (840 m
asl), inland of Cape Cracroft (Fig. 5), is covered by sand-

stone felsenmeer and granite erratics. When these erratics
were deposited, the Greenland Ice Sheet was at least
1300 m thick in Nares Strait (where adjacent water depth
is 460 m, Canadian Hydrographic Service, 1973). Deglaciation on Judge Daly Promontory displays a progressive separation of Ellesmere Island and Greenland
ice recorded by widespread lateral meltwater channels
nested in the direction of ice retreat on opposite sides of
the former contact (Figs. 5 and 6). Proglacial channels
also incise the eastern highlands (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. Oblique aerial photograph viewed eastward across northern Judge Daly Promontory to Greenland (in background). Dashed white line marks
contact of opposing Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice flow (white arrows). The contact was terminated to the right (south) by mountains (1100 m asl)
interpreted to be former nunataks. East of the dashed line, Greenland ice crossed all of the coastal highlands (840 m asl) filling the central graben.
Photograph T397R-32, copyright 1959 by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, reproduced from the collection of the National Air Photo
Library, with permission of Natural Resources Canada.

South of Daly River, Greenland ice advanced onto
Ellesmere island only 5 km inside the coast (Fig. 3).
Gradients of meltwater channels record a trunk glacier in
Nares Strait which sloped northward below unglaciated
nunataks. However, evidence for Greenland ice is absent
in all major valleys ((1 km wide) traversing the coastal
mountains, indicating that they were occupied by outlet
glaciers of the Ellesmere Island ice sheet. The highest
moraines in these valleys contain only Ellesmere Island
lithologies and, at the valley mouths, they are accordant
with the upper limit of Greenland meltwater channels
and erratics flanking Nares Strait (e.g., the Seegloo and
Panikpah valleys, Figs. 3 and 7). Hence, the two
margins were contemporaneous. Blockage of valley
mouths by trunk ice is recorded by granite erratics
resting on streamlined and striated bedrock parallel
to the strait (Fig. 7d). A similar northeastward flow of
trunk ice was reported from Hans Island, in the centre
of Nares Strait, 25 km to the south (De Freitas 1990;
Fig. 3).
For 60 km south of Panikpah River, Greenland erratics and meltwater channels are scarce. In this direction, dominance of Ellesmere Island ice is favoured by
higher elevations and larger catchments, allowing even
present-day glaciers to approach the coast. Hence, it
appears that during past glaciations southwards along
this coastline, Ellesmere Island ice displaced Greenland
ice. Summits (750—1100 m asl) continue to display welldeveloped felsenmeer (Fig. 8a and b), whereas the highest

Greenland erratics (725 m asl) rest on conspicuous, glacially-abraded pediments (Fig. 8c and d). Meltwater
channels recording trunk ice in Nares Strait also occur
at similar elevations (Fig. 9). Finally, 20 km north of
Rawlings Bay (Fig. 3), evidence of former Greenland ice
on Ellesmere Island disappears, indicating that contact
between the ice masses lies offshore.
For 50 km south of Rawlings Bay, only Ellesmere
Island erratics occur in the coastal highlands above marine limit. At the mouth of John Richardson Bay (south
side, Fig. 3) a quartzite erratic rests on carbonate residuum at 840 m asl, whereas red sandstone erratics
occur downslope at 740 m asl. Striae, above marine limit
5 km west of Cape Wilkes (Fig. 3), record a trunk glacier
exiting John Richardson Bay.
Reappearance of granites southward along Kane
Basin occurs well below the limit of Ellesmere sedimentary erratics. For example, granites reach 400 m asl
above the outer north shore of Princess Marie Bay (Fig.
2). Here, granites occur with red sandstone erratics derived from the Parrish Bay Thrust 20 km to the west. The
thrust extends (on strike) 45 km to the southwest where it
borders the Precambrian Shield. Hence, the northernmost ice advancing out of Princess Marie Bay likely
transported both sandstone and granite. Along the bay’s
south shore (Bache Peninsula, Fig. 2), granite erratics
become increasingly widespread due to their increasing
exposure to the west. Therefore, the low elevation granite
erratics observed northward from Princess Marie Bay
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Fig. 5. Configuration of meltwater channels and prominent moraines, northern Judge Daly Promontory, mapped from air photographs. Dotted line
shows former contact of Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice where opposing meltwater channels met. Greenland ice crossed highest summits (840 m
asl) west of Cape Cracroft. Southward and eastward retreat of Greenland ice from the former contact resulted in nested meltwater channels leading to
Nares Strait. This retreat is also recorded by the deposition of the Cape Baird terrace (shaded). Ice-shelf moraines are shown along south side of Valley
A, and west side of lower Daly River.
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Fig. 6. Stereo-pair of air photographs showing former contact of Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice at north end of nunatak, northernmost Judge
Daly Promontory (see Fig. 4). Convergence of opposing meltwater channels (white barbs pointing up-ice) is conspicuous on either side of this contact
which occurred over prominent preglacial channel (labelled). Greenland meltwater channels incise the preglacial channel. Photographs A16608-27 and
28, copyright 1959 by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, reproduced from the collection of the National Air Photo Library, with permission
of Natural Resources Canada.

to Darling Peninsula (Gualtieri and England in press)
may have an Ellesmere Island vs. a Greenland
provenance.
The distribution of erratics along western Nares Strait
can be subdivided into three zones. Along the north end
of the strait (from Hazen Plateau to Daly River, 150 km),
Greenland erratics show a pervasive onshore distribution, extending at least 15 km inland of the Ellesmere
Island coast and reaching 840 m asl (Figs. 2 and 3). South
of Daly River, for the next 100 km, Greenland erratics
have an intermittent, alongshore distribution, extending
(2 km inland of the Ellesmere Island coast where they
reach at least 725 m asl (Figs. 3 and 8). At the north end
of Kane Basin (20 km north of Rawlings Bay, Fig. 3), the

uppermost erratics are solely of Ellesmere Island provenance, indicating that Greenland ice was displaced offshore, possibly for the remaining 250 km to Cape Herschel (Fig. 2). At the constricted south end of Nares Strait
the confluence of Ellesmere Island and Greenland ice was
likely close to Pim Island (Fig. 2), where Greenland ice
dominated the Smith Sound Ice Stream en route to
northern Baffin Bay (Blake, 1992a; Blake et al., 1996).
The distribution of Greenland erratics along the east
coast of Ellesmere Island reflects the location of ice-free
terrain prior to the arrival of Greenland ice. Presumably,
Ellesmere Island ice was prevented from reaching these
sites either by insufficient accumulation (outer Hazen
Plateau) or by calving at the mouths of valleys and fiords.
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Fig. 7. (A) Air photograph of lower Panikpah and Seegloo rivers (Fig. 3) which channelled ice from Judge Daly Promontory to the Nares Strait trunk
glacier. Photo A16608-36, copyright 1959 by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, reproduced from the collection of the National Air Photo
Library, with permission of Natural Resources Canada. Moraines (black-beaded lines) and meltwater channels (black or white-barbed lines with barbs
pointing up-ice) record former outlet glaciers in these valleys. The moraine at site B, shown also in photo B (below), contains only Ellesmere Island
lithologies. The arrow at site C,D, lower Panikpah River, marks ice flow parallel to Nares Strait at the valley mouth. Photos C and D (below) show
streamlined bedrock parallel to the strait. The trunk glacier deposited Greenland erratics on the adjacent Tertiary fault block (site GT, 460 m asl,
photo A). A prominent meltwater channel (curved white arrow) draining from the trunk glacier cuts the fault block. Meltwater from the Panikpah
valley drained toward Seegloo River via a spillway (sinuous black arrow) that contributed sediment to the kame terrace (KT, at solid white arrows) at
160 m asl. At this time, Nares Strait trunk ice still occupied site C,D, deflecting the adjacent Ellesmere Island moraine (photo C) and extending
northward to impound the kame terrace.

However, once Greenland ice had reached these parts of
Ellesmere Island, contact and subsequent thickening of
both margins must have ensued, extending Ellesmere
Island ice to the Nares Strait trunk glacier. Conversely,
localities where Greenland erratics are absent from the
Ellesmere coast must record prior occupation by Ellesmere ice.
North of Kane Basin, the upper limit of Greenland
erratics along Ellesmere Island does not appear to record

the gradient of a single trunk glacier in Nares Strait. For
40 km north of Carl Ritter Bay, in the direction of trunk
glacier flow, the uppermost erratics and meltwater channels are &725 m asl (Fig. 10b). However, north of Daly
River, granite erratics extend considerably higher (840 m
asl) and farther inland, suggesting that thicker ice occupied the north end of the strait (Fig. 10c). Consequently,
it appears that the trunk glacier, debouching northward
from a saddle in Kane Basin, eventually coalesced with
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Fig. 8. (A) View north along the west side of Nares Strait just south of Carl Ritter Bay (Fig. 3) where summits exceed 1000 m asl. (B) These summits
display well developed felsenmeer and are erratic-free, suggesting that they were nunataks during maximum glaciation along Nares Strait. C)
Conspicuously abraded bedrock with Greenland till (GT) at 725 m asl records a minimum height for ice occupying Nares Strait, SW of Carl Ritter Bay.
D) Martin Sharp by granite erratic on same abraded summit.

a second lobe of Greenland ice that had already advanced northwestwards from Petermann Fiord and Hall
Land, to occupy outer Hazen Plateau and Judge Daly
Promontory.

4. Retreat from maximum ice margin and re-entry
of the sea
Initial retreat of Greenland ice from the mountains
(840 m asl) of NE Judge Daly Promontory exposed an
irregular topography which required an ongoing reconfiguration of lateral and proglacial meltwater channels as
the ice thinned (Fig. 5). A series of paleogeographic maps,
based on the surficial geology, shows this pattern of
deglaciation (Fig. 11a—f ). The largest lobe, &5 km wide
and 20 km long, occupied the interior graben and retreated southward to Daly River. A second, smaller lobe
separated from it, retreating eastward through ‘Valley A’
to Nares Strait (Fig. 11e). Horizontal moraines within
Valley A (Fig. 12a) were originally attributed to Elles-

mere Island ice that advanced from the interior of Judge
Daly Promontory. The horizontality of the moraines
suggested that this ice floated in a former sea level at
175 m asl, forming an ice shelf which incorporated shells
dated '35 ka BP (England et al., 1978).
Evidence that two ice lobes retreated towards Nares
Strait from opposite ends of Valley A requires a reinterpretation of the local ice-shelf moraines (England et al.,
1978). It is proposed that during separation of the two ice
lobes, an intervening proglacial lake occupied ‘Valley A’
and that one of the lobes floated in it, depositing horizontal moraines (Figs. 11e and 12a). Interbedded sand and
gravel, below the horizontal moraines, dip into Valley
A from Nares Strait and these are interpreted to be
lacustrine rather than marine. Therefore, shells within the
moraines and lacustrine sediments must be redeposited,
providing a maximum age for deglaciation.
Above the lower, west side of Daly River, another
horizontal moraine extends for several kilometres (Fig.
12b and c). The morphology and elevation (&210 m asl)
of this moraine (Fig. 12d) is similar to the ice-shelf
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Fig. 9. Series of photos showing prominent meltwater channels (white barbed lines) marking former margins of Nares Strait trunk ice abutting the
Ellesmere Island coast at &610 m asl. (A) Just north of Carl Ritter Bay, view south along Nares Strait; (B) along eastern Judge Daly Promontory, just
west of Valley A (Fig. 5); and (C), along coast south of Carl Ritter Bay where meltwater channels record trunk ice infilling local valleys (white barbs)
and breaching small col with proglacial channel (sinuous black arrow). Photo A16609-158, copyright 1959 by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of
Canada, reproduced from the collection of the National Air Photo Library, with permission of Natural Resources Canada.

Fig. 10. Schematic cross section (360 km) of eastern Ellesmere Island coast extending from south (Princess Marie Bay, top left, point A) to north (outer Hazen Plateau, lower right, point D). Based on
topographic maps (1 : 250 000). Vertical scale in metres (right) and feet (left). Generalized bathymmetry of Nares Strait is shown by dark bottom line (note increasing depth from points A to D, showing
increasing depth northward from Kane Basin). The upper dark line records the uppermost limit of erratics and meltwater channels. Note that their maximum elevation (840 m asl) occurs just south of
Lady Franklin Bay (in the direction of maximum water depth) where thicker Petermann ice to the north descended toward the trunk glacier advancing from Kane Basin. Erratic-free summits are
shown in white. The abrupt southward rise in erratics shown toward the centre of profile B does not record the profile of trunk ice in Nares Strait. This rise corresponds with the locality along the
coast where Ellesmere Island ice forced Greenland ice offshore, hence the profile rises toward the Ellesmere Island ice divide. Because erratics overtop the remainder of the profile (to point A), the line
is discontinued.
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Fig. 11. Series of schematic maps showing the sequential retreat of Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice from their former contact on N.E. Judge Daly Promontory. Former ice flow directions are
indicated by black arrows, lateral (ice-marginal) meltwater channel by thinner barbed arrows, and proglacial meltwater streams by sinuous black arrows. Nunataks are shown during the maximum
stage (map A), and subsequently as the ice margins thinned and retreated. Note the separation of Greenland ice into two lobes that dammed a proglacial lake in Valley A (maps E and F), and a second
proglacial lake between Ellesmere Island and Greenland ice along the lower Daly River (stage F). Location of lower Daly River (DR) is shown on map B. Ice-shelf moraines were formed in each of
these proglacial lakes. Duration of these stages is unknown.
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Fig. 11. (continued)
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Fig. 12. (A) Ice-shelf moraine in Valley A, Judge Daly Promontory, viewed from the north. The preceding retreat of Greenland ice toward Nares Strait
is recorded by meltwater channels nested in that direction (white-barbed lines). An intervening proglacial lake formed in the valley as the interior ice
lobe retreated to the east (left of photo) and the coastal lobe retreated to the west (right of photo). The (horizontal) ice-shelf moraine records a floating
glacier margin in the lake, it is 200 m asl and &1 km long (marked by three black arrows toward centre of photo). Glaciolacustrine sediments occur
downslope. (B) View northwest across the ice-shelf moraine along lower west side of Daly River (see ice configuration, Fig. 11f ). Preceding advance of
Nares Strait trunk ice into the valley is recorded by shelly Greenland till (GT). Nested meltwater channels (black-barbed lines) occur on bedrock bench
above the horizontal ice-shelf moraine (white arrows). (C) View southward at ice-shelf moraine (white arrows) with deglacial marine sediments
(Holocene) inset below it. D) The surface of the ice-shelf moraine (&200 m asl) bordering Daly River, showing undulating surface and abundant
erratics (person circled for scale). Weathered bedrock with sparse erratics occurs upslope.

moraine described from Valley A. It too records deposition in a proglacial lake, this time impounded between
interior Ellesmere Island ice and trunk ice occupying
Nares Strait. Ellesmere Island moraines inset below it
record ice retreat into Judge Daly Promontory (Fig. 11f)
that left a thick fill of Holocene glaciomarine sediments
(Fig. 12c).
Southward from Daly River, meltwater channels record a thinning trunk glacier occupying Nares Strait
(Fig. 13). As the trunk glacier thinned, so did local glaciers within the tributary valleys. This is recorded by
northward deflection of a recessional moraine deposited
by Ellesmere ice at the mouth of Panikpah River (Fig.
14b). This deflection requires that local ice remained in
contact with the trunk glacier in Nares Strait when it had
thinned close to the valley floor. Seaward of the deflected

moraine, coastal bedrock is characterized by well- preserved streamlined bedforms and striae parallel to the strait
(Fig. 7d). Their preservation, and the lack of cross-cutting
by local tributary ice, indicates that trunk ice was the last
to retreat from the valley mouth.
During deglaciation of Panikpah River, meltwater
drained northward through a col to the Seegloo River
(Fig. 14a) where it deposited a prominent terrace at
160 m asl (Fig. 14c and d). This terrace was originally
interpreted as a deglacial marine shoreline, dated by
shells '39 ka BP (site 6a, Table 2; and England et al.,
1981). However, the profile of the moraine deflected
northward from Panikpah River suggests that the 160
m terrace more likely records deposition between the
Nares Strait trunk ice and the local mountain front.
Evidence in support of this is provided by extensive
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Fig. 13. Stereo pair of air photographs showing the lower Daly River and adjacent coast of Nares Strait. The southward retreat of the trunk glacier in
Nares Strait is recorded by nested meltwater channels (white-barbed lines). The ice-shelf moraine (lighter tone) trims the Daly River valley (Fig. 12c)
and is marked by small white arrows. It is interpreted to mark a former glacier margin floating in a proglacial lake (see text). Moraine segments
(black-beaded lines) inset below the ice-shelf moraine, and extending from its inland margin, record a later Ellesmere Island ice margin grounded on
the valley floor. This margin must postdate the drainage of the lake, caused by retreat of the Nares Strait trunk glacier. Holocene glaciomarine
sediments (H Gm) record retreat from the lowest Ellesmere Island moraines. Photos A-16680-93 and 94, copyright 1959 by Her Majesty the Queen in
Right of Canada, reproduced from the collection of the National Air Photo Library, with permission of Natural Resources Canada.

hummocky terrain downslope (Fig. 7a), suggesting the
melting of buried ice. If the terrace is an ice-marginal
kame, the only sea level to trim this coastline after the
retreat of the trunk glacier was Holocene marine limit.
To the south of Panikpah River all major valleys contain
thick glaciomarine sediments only at or below Holocene
marine limit (Blake, 1992a; Blake, et al., 1992, England,
1996).
5. Chronology
The chronology presented is based on several criteria:
glacial geomorphology (above), surficial weathering, and

radiocarbon dating and amino acid analyses of shells
incorporated within till, outwash, or raised marine deposits associated with these former ice margins.
5.1. Surficial weathering
Weathered terrain characterizes most of Judge Daly
Promontory, where England and Bradley (1978)
described oxidized and frost-shattered bedrock with tors
1—3 m high (Fig. 15a). Furthermore, granite erratics show
granular disintegration and many quartzites display desert varnish (manganese-oxide staining). Patterned
ground, formed in carbonate residuum, and surrounded
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Fig. 14. (A) View northeast across the lower Panikpah River to the highest moraine and meltwater channel (white-barbed line) marking the margin of
Ellesmere Island ice &1 km from its contact with the Nares Strait trunk glacier. A recessional moraine at an intermediate elevation (black-beaded
line) fed meltwater through the adjacent col (white sinuous arrow) leading to the Seegloo River. (B) Downvalley, the same intermediate moraine (black
arrows) deflects sharply northward recording contact with Nares Strait trunk ice which continued to protect striated and streamlined bedrock, parallel
to strait, in the foreground (arrow marks orientation of striae, GT"Greenland till). (C) The profile recorded by this moraine extends to the prominent
160 m terrace (black arrows) along the Seegloo foreland. Terrace records deposition from meltwater exiting the col (photo A) against Nares Strait
trunk ice. Downslope, Holocene marine limit trims the deglaciated terrain at &120 m asl (dashed-white line). (D) The 160 terrace (in foreground, view
N.E.) re-interpreted to be a kame.

by tors and erratics, also characterizes the uplands south of
Franklin Pierce Bay at the south end of Nares Strait (Figs.
2 and 15b). In contrast, freshly striated bedrock occurs
along and within Nares Strait: at the mouth of Panikpah
River, on Hans Island (De Freitas, 1990), and at the entrance to Smith Sound (Blake, 1977, Blake et al., 1992).

5.2. Radiocarbon dating
Available radiocarbon dates along Nares Strait show
a bipartite distribution: the majority are of Holocene age,
separated by a hiatus from ‘old’ dates ('20 ka BP).
These two groups are discussed separately according to
their distribution and relevance to the glacial history of
Nares Strait, beginning with those '20 ka BP. Details
of specific dates are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

5.2.1. Radiocarbon dates '20 ka BP
Marine shells are widespread along eastern Nares
Strait as fragments within till and outwash, and as both
fragments and bivalves in glaciomarine deposits. In the
following discussion, only AMS dates are presented on
individual valves or fragments collected from till or outwash. These sediments likely contain a mixture of ages,
precluding the usefulness of dating bulk samples. Because
these shells are erratics, they provide maximum age-estimates on the last time ice filled Nares Strait. Hence, the
most instructive dates are those which provide the
youngest ages.
Pre-Holocene shells, found in growth position, are
rare. Only three of the 38 shell samples that dated
'20 ka BP were considered to be in growth position
(sites 6b, 7b and 9a, Table 1 and Fig. 16). Two of these
samples are overlain by till (sites 6 and 9) whereas the
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Table 2
Oldest available Holocene radiocarbon dates on marine shells
Site
No.

Location

Laboratory
dating no.

Age
(Yr BP)

Enclosing
sediment

Sample Related
elevation Relative
(m asl)
Sea level
(m asl)

1

Alert

GSC-1815

10 100$210

Silt

&100

2
3
4
5
6a
6b

James Ross Bay
Central Hall Land
Wood River
Newman Bay
Cape Herschel
Cape Herschel

S-1984
GSC-3744
S-1985
S-2307
TO-226
GSC-2516

9825$460
9 580$140
9 270$1055
9070$150
9010$150
8940$100

6c

Cape Herschel

TO-225

8840$50

TO-136
SI-5551
GSC-3314
DIC-737
SI-5855
S-2313
S-1990
GSC-3041
SI-5856
S-2309
SI-5857
DIC-549
GSC-1775
GSC-3286
TO-3450

8520$80
8600$90
8470$100
8380$105
8280$90
8295$120
8255$215
8050$120
8230$85
8205$135
8225$95
8200$260
8130$200
8060$70
8050$90

19

Archer Fiord
Lincoln Bay
Rice Strait
Cape Baird
Hall Land
Hall Land
Beaufort Lakes
Beaufort Lakes
Nyeboe Land
Nyeboe Land
Petermann Fiord
Daly River
Ida Bay
Brevoort Island
John Richardson
Bay
Ooqueah River

Silt and sand
85
Silt
110
Silt
45
Silt
92
Silt
11
Same site as
11
above
Same site as
11
above
Beach
107
Silt
91
Surface
108
Topset beds
&105
Silt
56
Surface
72
Silt
90
Silt
90
Bottomset sand
80
Same site as
80
Silt
68
Silt
90
Silt
83
Surface
82
Silt
&15

GSC-2843

7960$150

Forest sand

85

20
21
22a
22b

Panikpah River
Chandler Fiord
Newman Bay
Newman Bay

TO-434
GSC-3179
S-2408
GSC-3693

7870$90
7860$270
7825$130
7740$90

102
65
55
55

22c
23
24
25
26
27
28a
28b
29
30
31

Newman Bay
Inglefield Land
Inglefield Land
Franklin Pierce Bay
Sun Cape
Bache Peninsula
Radmore Harbour
Radmore Harbour
N.W. Kane Basin
Valley D-1
Darling Peninsula

S-2301
L-1091E
TO-923
TO-4192
S-2109
GSC-3710
TO-3778
TO-3464
TO-3766
TO-2919
TO-4210

7965$115
7800$200
7780$70
7770$70
7755$125
7730$120
7650$60
7630$60
7540$70
7490$60
7480$60

Surface
Silt
Silt
Same site as
above
Same site as
Silt
Beach
Silt
Surface
?
Silt
Same site as
Surface
Sand
Beach

32
33
34a
34b

Discovery Harbour
Valley D-8
Valley D-4
Valley D-4

S-2139
TO-3765
TO-2922
TO-2925

7385$375
7400$70
7340$70
7620$600

35a
35b
36

Scoresby Bay
Scoresby Bay
Darling Peninsula

TO-4200
GSC-5668
TO-4214

7370$70
7320$80
7430$70

Bottomset sand
Silt
Deltiac sand
Same site as
above
Silt
Silt
Silt

37

Darling Peninsula

TO-4211

7390$70

Beach

7
8
9
10
11a
11b
12a
12b
13a
13b
14
15
16
17
18

120
90
'110—(140
*92—)125
'92
'11—'130
'11—'130
'11—'130
*107—)115
100
*110
*110—)120
'56—)124
'72
116
116
*80—)132
*80—)132
'68—)122
*90—)120
'83—)104
*90
88
'85—)120
'102
83
'55
'55

Lat.

Long

Reference

82° 27

62 40

82°
81°
82°
81°
78°
78°

64°
59°
68°
58°
74°
74°

42
42
30
49
36
36

45
36
15
40
45
45

78° 36

74° 45

Blake 1992

81°
82°
78°
81°
81°
81°
81°
81°
82°
82°
81°
81°
81°
78°
80°

66°
62°
74°
64°
60°
60°
63°
63°
58°
58°
61°
65°
68°
74°
71°

53
03
43
30
55
54
20
20
55
55
21
45
58
07
11

This paper
Retelle (1986)
Blake (1992)
England (1985)
England (1985)
England (1985)
England (1985)
England (1985)
England (1985)
England (1985)
England (1985)
England (1983)
England (1983)
Blake (1992)
England 1996

81° 04

66° 19

81°
81°
81°
81°

66°
69°
59°
59°

England
et al. (1981)
England (1996)
England (1983)
England (1985)
England 1985

23
08
43
33
35
35
53
53
01
01
18
15
32
41
10

03
41
46
46

38
08
08
08

55
'55
81° 46
59° 08
2—3
'3—)87 &78° 38 &71° 00
80
&83
&78° 38 &71 00
13
'13—)95
79° 30
74° 59
102—105 '105—)114
81° 40
65° 20
70
'70
79° 04
75° 30
36
76—80
80° 30
70° 43
36
76—80
80° 30
70° 43
70—75 *70—75
80° 13
70° 08
76
*90—)122
80° 47
67° 55
75
'75—)88
79° 45
71° 22
32
?
90
90
(40
65—70
71
74

'37
72
99
99
83
84
83
'74—)79

England
(1977, 1983)
England (1983)
England (1985)
England (1983)
England (1985)
Blake (1992)
Blake (1992)

81°
80°
80°
80°

41
37
42
42

66°
69°
68°
68°

21
15
29
29

79° 53
79° 54
79° 49

71° 34
71° 30
71° 07

79° 41

72° 17

England (1985)
Nichols (1969)
Blake et al. (1992)
England (1996)
England (1983)
Blake (1987)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
Gualtieri and
England 1977
England (1983)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
England (1996)
Gualtieri and
England (1998)
Gualtieri and
England (1998)
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Table 2 (continued)
38

44
45
46

John Richardson
Bay
Knud Peninsula
Dobbin Bay
Discovery Harbour
Archer Fiord
John Richardson
Bay
Radmore Harbour
Carl Ritter Bay
Archer Fiord

47
48
49
50a
50b

39
40
41
42
43

TO-4198

7310$70

Silt

&67

84

80° 10

71° 28

England (1996)

GSC-3700
TO-4191
S-2110
SI-3300
GSC-5670

7300$140
7190$70
6995$130
6860$70
6650$190

Sand and silt
Silt
Silt
Silt
Bottomset sand

65
&40
50
88
40

'65
79
70
95
67

79°
79°
81°
81°
80°

76°
74°
67°
69°
72°

05
15
37
25
19

Blake (1988)
England (1996)
England (1983)
England (1983)
England (1996)

TO-3467
TO-2918
GSC-1614

6500$70
6490$90
6430$150

Sand
Silt
Silt

23
103
&60

80° 32
80° 55
81° 11

70° 43
67° 54
70° 17

&55—60
&50
81

79° 54
81° 04
81° 04

63° 58
63° 35
70° 00

51
51

79° 09
79° 09

78° 13
78° 13

England (1996)
England (1996)
England
(1977, 1983)
Blake (1987)
Blake (1987)
England
(1977, 1983)
This paper
This paper

Washington Land
Washington Land
Archer Fiord

GSC-2370
GSC-2334
GSC-1755

6400$100
5980$70
6000$150

Sand and silt
Clay
Silt

55
46
&55

Flagler Bay
Flagler Bay

Beta-91863
GSC-6088

5920$60
5940$90

Silt and sand
Same site as
above

14
14

'23—)60
'103—)114
85

06
53
47
17
04

1. Laboratory designations: GSC"Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa; TO"IsoTrace Laboratory, University of Toronto, Toronto;
DIC"DICARB Laboratory, Cleveland; S"Saskatoon Research Council, Saskatoon; SI"Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., St"Stockholm Universitet, Stockholm; L"Lamont Observatory (Lamont Doherty, New York; Pallisades, Beta"Beta Analytic Inc., Miami.
2. All shell samples reported here have comparable ages: either they have been corrected to a base of dC"!25, with a resevoir correction of
410 years applied, or they have been corrected to a base of dC"0 without a resevoir correction applied. The two calculations result in comparable
ages.
3. Driftwood

Fig. 15. Examples of weathered terrain previously interpreted to represent sites that remained ice-free during the LGM on eastern Ellesmere Island.
(A) Ray Bradley by granite erratic on Judge Daly Promontory surrounded by coarse residuum and low tors (&2 m) developed on Paleozoic
limestone. (B) Upland (&600 m asl) along outer south shore of Franklin Pierce Bay (Fig. 2) with erratic (quartzite with desert varnish) resting on
patterned ground developed in carbonate residuum.

third (Delectopecten greenlandicus, dated 29 ka BP) occurs in an outlier of marine silt at 88 m asl (site 7b, Table
1). A series of old radiocarbon dates (34—49 ka BP) from
the northwest coast of Kane Basin (sites 11c—f, Table 1)
were derived from shells in glaciomarine sediments (England, 1996). These sediments appear to have undergone
post-depositional disturbance (localized folding) and
hence they may have been overridden by ice (glaciotectonized). Similarly, whole valves of H. arctica, collected

from sand and gravel on eastern Hall Land (site 2,
Fig. 16), likely record a window of older marine sediment (dated '33 ka BP and 30.4 ka BP) that survived
subsequent glaciation (cf. England, 1985, 1987b; Bennike
et al., 1987). On western Hall Land, just distal
to the Petermann Moraine (England, 1985), two AMS
dates on individual shells collected from Holocene glaciomarine sediments dated 26.8 and 24.2 ka BP (site 3,
Fig. 16).
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Fig. 16. Distribution of ‘old’ radiocarbon dates ('20 ka BP) discussed in text. Dates are given in thousands of years (ka BP) with corresponding site
numbers in brackets. Site numbers coincide with those listed in Table 1.
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All the remaining radiocarbon dates '20 ka BP are
assumed to have been redeposited from ice, either in till
or outwash. The youngest date (13 ka BP) was obtained
on a shell fragment in till from the head of Radmore
Harbour (site 10, Fig. 16 and Table 1). This occurs
'20 km inside an ice margin that still occupied the
outer fiord during the early Holocene (&8 ka BP, England, 1996). Because this date implies an exceptionally
young age for the last ice advance down Radmore Harbour, an effort was made to replicate this result. Subsequently, two other shell fragments collected from till at
this site provided dates of 24.6 and 28.2 ka BP (site 10,
Table 1). Farther south, a whole valve of Astarte
borealis, collected from till at '165 m asl above the
south shore of Flagler Bay, dated 19 ka BP (site 16, Fig.
16 and Table 1) whereas another shell fragment in till
(119 m asl) downfiord dated 22.7 ka BP (site 17, Fig. 16
and Table 1). Elsewhere along the west coast of Nares
Strait, the younger dates on shells in outwash and till
range from 24 to 27 ka BP (sites 7a, 9b, 12a, and 15,
Fig. 16). Near Cape Herschel, Most AMS dates on shelly
tills (Blake, 1992b), range from 28.6 to 32 ka BP (site 19,
Fig. 16).
5.2.2. Holocene radiocarbon dates
Radiocarbon dates on Holocene marine shells from
ice-contact deposits along Nares Strait are shown on Fig.
17 and in Table 2. The oldest date was obtained on
Portlandia arctica near Alert, at the north end of Nares
Strait (10.1 ka BP, site 1, Fig. 17). Slightly younger dates
come from James Ross Bay to the northwest (9.8 ka BP,
site 2, Fig. 17) and central Hall Land to the southeast
(9.6 ka BP, site 3). The oldest date available from the
south end of Nares Strait comes from Cape Herschel, at
the entrance to Smith Sound (9.0 ka BP, site 6, Fig. 17;
Blake 1992a). Holocene dates on marine shells or
driftwood *9 ka BP have not been reported for the
intervening 400 km along Nares Strait.
Both from the north and south ends of Nares Strait,
radiocarbon dates on shells become progressively
younger towards its centre (just north of Kane Basin, Fig.
17). This is particularly apparent at the north end of the
strait where dates between 8.9 and 8.0 ka BP extend
south of the '9 ka BP shell sites, entering Archer
Fiord/Lady Franklin Bay (Ellesmere Island, sites 7 and
16, Fig. 17) and Hall Land (sites 11 and 14). The separation of Ellesmere Island and Greenland ice in this part
of Nares Strait is best recorded by the Cape Baird terrace, at the tip of Judge Daly Promontory (Figs. 2 and 5).
Foreset beds of the terrace dip westward into Lady
Franklin Bay, recording sedimentation from ice in Nares
Strait, dated 8.4 ka BP (site 10, Fig. 17 and Table 2).
Along northern Nares Strait, the southernmost date of
8.0 ka BP occurs at site 19 (Fig. 17), however; dates are
unavailable from the adjacent coast of Washington Land
(Greenland).
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Along the Ellesmere Island coast of southern Nares
Strait, dates range from 8.1 to 8.5 ka BP (&30 km north
of Cape Herschel, Blake 1992a; sites 17 and 9, Fig. 17).
Two dates of 7.8 ka BP are available from the adjacent
coast of Inglefield Land (Nichols, 1969; Blake et al., 1992;
sites 23 and 24, Fig. 17 and Table 2). Towards the centre
of Nares Strait, an isolated date of 8.1 ka BP occurs in
John Richardson Bay where P. arctica in marine silt
overlies till (site 18, Fig. 17 and Table 2). Holocene dates
available along '100 km of coastline to the north and
south of this site show a concentration of dates close to
7.5 ka BP (Fig. 17). However; some fiord heads were icefree by 7.8 ka BP (sites 25 and 28, Fig. 17).
Although sparse, the distribution of radiocarbon dates
(6.9 ka BP serves to emphasize that, by mid-Holocene,
marine fauna occupied sites close to modern ice margins
which border Nares Strait (Fig. 17). For example, on
Ellesmere Island, shells dated between 6.7 and 6.0 ka BP
flank modern trunk glaciers from the Agassiz Ice Cap
(sites 43, 44, 46 and 49). The head of Flagler Bay, 80 km
west of southern Nares Strait, was ice-free by 5.9 ka BP
(site 50, Fig. 17). On Inglefield Land, Greenland, shells
dated 6.0 and 6.4 ka BP occur close to modern ice margins (sites 47 and 48, Fig. 17; Weidick 1977).
5.3. Amino acid racemization
The racemization of amino acids in marine shells provides a relative vs. absolute chronology unlike C
dating along Nares Strait. Ratios of allo-isoleucine
(aIle) to isoleucine (Ile) are provided for '65 samples,
45 of which are previously unpublished (Fig. 18 and
Table 3). These samples were collected from till, deglacial
outwash, and marine sediments along Nares Strait and
include, predominantly, Hiatella arctica, and to a lesser
degree, Mya truncata and Astarte borealis (Table 3). In
arctic Canada, amino-acid dating of marine shells has
widely utilized isoleucine epimerization, although recent
research suggests that aspartic acid racemization is more
precise (Goodfriend et al., 1996).
The interpretation of amino acid ratios from the High
Arctic remains problematic, due to unknown thermal
histories which control the rate of racemization (see Lemmen and England, 1992). Previously, Retelle (1986) reported two groups of amino acid ratios from northern
Nares Strait. The youngest group, from what he termed
the Beaufort aminozone, included early Holocene shells
with a mean total hydroloysate aIle/Ile ratio of
0.019$0.003 and a free fraction that was not detectable
(ND, Table 4). The second group, from what he termed
the Robeson aminozone, included older glaciomarine
sediments that had higher total (0.062$0.01) and free
(0.218$0.03) ratios. The Robeson aminozone was
thought to date '70 ka (Retelle, 1986) and was assigned
to the most recent retreat of Greenland ice from Hazen
Plateau. Lemmen and England (1992) also recognized
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Fig. 17. Distribution of oldest available Holocene dates on marine shells collected along Nares Strait. Dates are given in thousands of years (ka BP)
with corresponding site numbers in brackets. Site numbers coincide with those listed in Table 2. Dates are assumed to provide minimum age estimates
on the entry of the sea following deglaciation. Note colour coding: dates between 10.1 ka and 9.0 ka BP are black; those between 8.9 ka and 8.0 ka BP
are blue; those between 7.9 ka and 7.0 ka BP are red; and those between 5.9 ka and 6.9 ka BP are green. The distribution of these dates show
a progressive invasion of the sea from the north and south ends of Nares Strait, consistent with geomorphic evidence of ice retreat.
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Fig. 18. Scatter diagram of amino acid ratios on shells collected along Nares Strait (see Table 3). Note the vertical line that indicates the threshold of
detection (&0.2 on x-axis) separating the youngest free ratios on till, outwash and deglacial sediments from the non-detectable (ND) free ratios on
Holocene shells. Ice-transported shells (from outwash) have ratios that form a near continuum with the oldest Holocene ratios.

these two aminozones, and suggested the possibility of
a previously unrecognized event (aminozone) of intermediate age on Judge Daly Promontory.
Like the pre-Holocene radiocarbon dates, it is the
lower (younger) amino acid ratios that are most instructive regarding the glacial history. The higher ratios
simply represent the oldest shells available for glacial
redeposition, some of which date back to the Pliocene in
the High Arctic (Funder et al., 1987; Bednarski, 1995; see
site 5, Table 3). An important reference for the interpretation of the amino acid ratios along Nares Strait is provided by ten samples of Holocene shells (Table 3). All
have non detectable (ND) free ratios whereas the lower,
free ratios obtained on shells in Greenland and Ellesmere
Island tills range from 0.24 to 0.33 (sites, 12i, 14a and 16a,
Table 3). Shells in deglacial outwash along Nares Strait
have free ratios that commonly range between 0.22 and
0.30 (Table 3). The conspicuous gap between the Holocene free ratios (ND) and the lower ratios in till and
outwash (*0.20), however, is misleading (Fig. 18). The
lower limit recognized in the free ratios reported here
approaches 0.20, hence the gap is the product of analytical resolution (Figs. 23; J. Brigham-Grette, personal communication, 1996).
A more meaningful comparison is provided by total
ratios from Holocene shells vs. those collected from till

and outwash (Fig. 18). Total ratios from Holocene shells
along northern Nares Strait range from 0.017 to 0.025
(sites 3a and 1a, respectively; Table 3). In tills, the lower
(total) ratios are 0.048 and 0.051 (sites 8a and 16e, respectively), which fall at or below the lower limit of the
Robeson aminozone (0.061$0.01). Total ratios on redeposited shells in outwash range from 0.032 to 0.040 (sites
12a and 8d, respectively; see also 12b, 12h, 15c and 9f ).

6. Discussion
There are now '100 radiocarbon dates along Nares
Strait, none of which demonstrate the presence of a full
glacial sea or its transgression to marine limit. Furthermore, the former ice-shelf moraines on Judge Daly
Promontory (Fig. 12), and the 160 m terrace at Seegloo
River (Fig. 14), have been reinterpreted to record sedimentation in proglacial lakes between the retreating
Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice. This reinterpretation explains why these features (160—175 m asl) — previously attributed to sea levels associated with older
glaciations — are preserved only along the outermost coast
of eastern Ellesmere Island and not in intervening areas
extending back to the limit of the Franklin Ice Complex.
The only shoreline still attributed to a pre-LGM
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Lincoln Bay
Wrangel Bay
Wrangel Bay
Wrangel Bay
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Wrangel Bay
Wrangel Bay
South Basin
South Basin
Cape Baird
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Cape Cracroft
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Cape Cracroft
Cape Cracroft
Judge Daly
Promontory
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Promontory
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Valley A
Valley A
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Daly River

Daly River
Daly River

Daly River

Daly River

1a
1b
2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
2f
3a
3b
4a
4b
4c
4d
5a
5b
5c
5d
5e
6

8b
8c
8d

8e
8f
8g

8h
9a

9b
9c

9d

9e

8a

7b

7a

Location

Site no

Marine silt
Marine silt
Glaciomarine silt
Same site as 2a
Same site as 2a
Glaciomarine silt
Glaciomarine silt
Glaciomarine silt
Marine silt
Beach
Delta forests
Marine silt
Surface
Delta topsets
Greenland till
Greenland till
Greenland till
Greenland till
Greenland till
Greenland till

Enclosing
sediment

Same site as 8d
Same site as 8d
Greenland outwash

Hiatella arctica Outwash gravel

Hiatella arctica Moraine

Astarte borealis Same site as 9a
Mya truncata
Moraine

Mya truncata
Same site as 8g
Hiatella arctica Greenland till

unidentified
unidentified
Mya truncata

Mya truncata
Same site as 8a
Mya truncata
Same site as above
Hiatella arctica Greenland outwash

Hiatella arctica Moraine

Hiatella arctica Greenland till

Hiatella arctica Greenland till

Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Mya truncata
Mya truncata
Hiatella arctica
unidentified
undentified
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
unidentified

Material
(shell sp.)

Table 3
Amino acid ratios, northern Nares Strait

105

&140

300
200

&165
300

160
160
&165

196
196
160

196

&220

&220

?
100
&142
&142
&142
125
270
270
65
111
68
40
&110
&105
&200
&200
&200
&200
&200
&250

Sample
elevation
(m asl)

ST-4325

—

—
—

—
—

—
—
—

—
—
DIC-738

DIC-544

—

—

SI-5550
—
S-2112
—
—
—
—
—
SI-5554
SI-5553
—
ST-4085
ST-4099
DIC-737
DIC-547
—
—
—
—
—

C
sample
number

27,950$5400

—

—
—

—
—

—
—
—

—
—
29,670$900

23,110$700

—

—

7345$75
—
'32,000
—
—
—
—
—
7490$70
7390$90
—
7545$120
7025$150
8380$105
14,360$1210
—
—
—
—
—

C date

AAL-196

AGL-1990

AGL-1992
AGL-1993

AGL-1994b
AGL-1991

AGL-1995a
AGL-1995b
AGL-1994a

AGL-1996a
AGL-1996b
—

AAL-198

AGL-1997b

AGL-1997a

AGL-103
AGL-105
AGL-031
AGL-2005a
AGL-2005b
AGL-078
AGL-077
AGL-079
AGL-104
AGL-102
AAL-25
AAL-194
AAL 193
AAL-26
AAL-197a
AAL-197b
AGL-1989a
AGL-1989b
AGL-1989c
AGL-1998

Amino acid
sample no.

0.18

0.27

0.44
0.31

0.29
0.41

0.34
0.50
0.29

0.33
0.36
0.28
0.22

0.28

0.48

0.48

ND
ND
0.18
0.29
0.21
0.23
0.21
0.21
ND
ND
0.23
ND
ND
ND
0.43
0.48
0.42
0.38
0.54
0.41

aIle/Ile
free

0.064

0.107

0.146
0.086

0.069
0.088

0.069
0.117
0.064

0.068
0.059
0.073
0.040

0.048

0.064

0.107

0.025
0.027
0.077
0.069
0.059
0.052
0.057
0.068
0.017
0.020
0.025
0.017
0.026
0.017
0.125
0.129
0.152
0.086
0.146
0.086

aIle/Ile
total

This paper, from till on bedrock
bench above Daly R.
This paper. Whole valve.
This paper, from ice-shelf moraine
along lower south side of Daly
River. See England et al. 1978.
This paper, from lateral moraine
above Holocene marine limit.
England et al. (1978),
downvalley from site 9d.

England et al. 1978. Site of ice shelf
moraine in Valley A.
This paper
This paper
England et al. (1978); Lemmen and
England (1992) From terraces inset
within ice-shelf moraine,
south side of Valley A
This paper
This paper
This paper, from outwash terrace
below ice-shelf moraine, north side
of Valley A.

This paper, &1 km west of Valley A

This paper, &1 km west of Valley A

Retelle (1986)
Retelle (1986)
Retelle (1986)
This paper
This paper
Retelle (1986)
Retelle (1986)
Retelle (1986)
Retelle (1986)
Retelle (1986)
Lemmen and England (1992)
England (1983)
England 1983
England (1983)
Lemmen and England (1992)
Lemmen and England (1992)
This paper
This paper
This paper
This paper, &3 km west of valley A

Reference/Comment
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Panikpah
Panikpah
Panikpah
Panikpah
Panikpah
Panikpah

Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall

Hall Land
Hall Land

Hall Land
Hall Land

14a
14b
14c
15a
15b
15c

16a
16b
16c
16d
16e
16f

17a
16f

18a
18b

site
site
site
site

as
as
as
as

12e
12e
12e
12e

Till
same site as 16a
downslope from 16a
same site as 16c
below site 16c
same site as 16e

Greenland till
Same site as 14a
Same site as 14a
Beach
same site as 15a
same site as 15a

Same
Same
Same
Same
Till

Outwash gravel
Same site as 10a
Same site as 10a
Subtill gravel
Subtill site as 11a
Subtill site as 11a
Subtill site as 11a
Debris flow
Subtill site as 12a
Same site as 12a
Subtill site as 12a
Bedded silt

Same site as 9e
Same site as 9e

Hiatella arctica Glaciomarine silt
Hiatella arctica same site as 18a

Hiatella arctica sand and gravel
Hiatella arctica same site as 17a

Mya tuncata
Mya tuncata
Astarte borealis
Astarte borealis
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica

Mya truncata
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
unidentified
unidentified
unidentified

Mya truncata
Mya truncata
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica

Mya truncata
Mya truncata
Mya truncata
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Hiatella arctica
Mya truncata
Mya truncata
Hiatella arctica

122
122

142
142

'220
'220
'220
'220
190
190

&130
&130
&130
100
100
100

&12
&12
&12
&12
&170

105
105
107
&100
&100
&100
&30
&30
&30
&30
&10
&10
&10
&10
&12

TO-450
TO-451

TO-454
GSC-4645

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
SI-4027
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
SI-4028
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
SI-4030D

26,800$250
24,220$190

30,390$330
39,200$1450

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
12,360$75
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
40,350$750
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
'39,000

AGL-2004a
AGL-2004b

AGL-1999a
AGL-1999b

AGL-2000a
AGL-2000b
AGL-2001a
AGL-2001b
AGL-2002a
AGL-2002b

AGL-1987
AGL-1988a
AGL-1988b
AAL-982a
AAL-982b
AAL-982c

AGL-1981a
AGL-1981b
AGL-1980
AGL-1981c
AGL-1986a

AAL-192a
AAL-192b
AAL-195
AAL-981a
AAL-981b
AAL-981c
AGL-1984a
AGL-1984b
AGL-1985a
AGL-1985b
AGL-1983a
AGL-1983b
AGL-1982a
AGL-1982b
AAL-980a

0.26
0.33

0.50
0.61

0.28
0.33
ND
ND
ND
ND

0.24
0.31
0.29
ND
ND
ND

0.25
0.23
0.24
0.24
0.27

0.23
0.25
0.20
0.25
0.27
0.30
0.35
0.30
0.45
0.33
0.26
0.26
0.36
0.23
0.17

0.097
0.090

0.112
0.115

0.073
0.064
0.073
0.081
0.051
0.055

0.093
0.066
0.086
0.017
0.026
0.032

0.045
0.042
0.033
0.061
0.084

0.040
0.050
1.037
0.020
0.024
0.036
0.075
0.086
0.065
0.066
0.032
0.036
0.047
0.068
0.020

This paper, samples were collected
on the northern plateau of Hall
Land above its central lowland.
This paper, samples were collected
on the northern plateau of Hall
Land, bove its central low land.
This paper, see initial C date of
'33,000 BP (S-2304,
England 1985)
This paper, see initial C date of
'33,000 BP (S-2303,
England 1985)

This paper, aburdant valves may
record local deglaciation
This paper, aburdant valves may
record local deglaciation
England et al. (1981), shells in
bedded silt overlying debris floww
deposits containing samples
12a—12d
England et al. (1981), shells in
bedded silt overlying debris flow
deposits containing samples
12a—12d.
This paper, maximum age estimate
on ice advance downvalley
This paper, shells redposited on
striated bedrock knoll at mounth of
valley. From ice in Nares Strait.
Sample contains a mixture of ages,
England et al. (1981). A subsequent
AMS date on a single valve at this
site gave a Holocene age.

Kame 1 km upvalley from site 9d.
Lemmen and England (1992),
whole valves which may
record local deglaciation
England et al. (1981). Shells predate
the arrival of local Ellesmere
Island in ice in the lower valley

(1) All shell dates of pre-Holocene age are considered to be minimum age estimates.
(2) Laboratory designations: AGL"Amino Acid Geochronology Laboratory (University of Massachusetts); AAL"Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research, Amino Acid Laboratory, (University of
Colorado)
(3) ND"not detectable
(4) Glaciomarine sediments may contain redeposited shells from adjacent ice.
(5) Valley A, used in text, is the same locality as ‘Beethoven Valley’, an unofficial name used by England et al. (1978).
(6) These AMS dates on individual shell fragments do not necessarily correspond to the amino acid ratios obtained on shell fragments from the same sample because the shells likely represent
a population of mixed ages (due to redepositon). AMS dates and amino acid ratios would have to be run on the same fragments for direct comparison.

Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seeloo River
Panikpah River

12f
12g
12h
12i
13a

River
River
River
River
River
River

Daly River
Daly River
Daly River
Ooqueah River
Ooqueah River
Ooqueah River
Seeloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River
Seegloo River

9f
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10a
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12b
12c
12d
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glaciation along Nares Strait is the 285 m beach on the
outer Hazen Plateau (Wrangel Bay, Fig. 2; dated
'70 ka BP; Retelle, 1986). This beach is '1 km long
and &100 m wide, composed of boulders resting on
incised bedrock. If it is the product of wave energy (vs.
a low gradient lateral meltwater channel), its exceptional
size would have required widespread open water during
deglaciation and hence it ought to occur in more than
one locality.
In the absence of any definite pre-Holocene shorelines
along Nares Strait, the simplest explanation for the widespread occurrence of ice-contact marine sediments dating
(10 ka BP is that they record retreat of an ice margin
that was previously seaward of the coast. The following
comparison of various chronological data, combined
with the geomorphology along Nares Strait, tests the
validity of pervasive ice during the LGM.

6.1. Comparison of dating techniques
6.1.1. Surface weathering, *old+ radiocarbon dates, and
amino acid ratios
Extensively weathered landscapes, interpreted to have
remained unglaciated during the LGM, have been widely
recognized throughout the arctic islands (Pheasant and
Andrews 1973; Miller and Dyke, 1974; Ives, 1978; England and Bradley, 1978; Dyke, 1979, 1983; England,
1987a; Bell, 1996). In the absence of absolute dates, others
have interpreted such weathered terrain to have been
preserved beneath non-erosive, cold-based glaciers during the LGM (Sugden, 1974; Sugden and Watts, 1977;
Watts, 1981; Denton and Hughes, 1984; Blake, 1992a).
However, the argument that cold-based glaciers could
leave pre-existing landscapes completely intact, without
evidence of their passage, was contradicted by Dyke
(1993) who mapped widespread lateral meltwater
channels along the margins of former cold-based ice caps
in central, arctic Canada. The significance of either argument, vis a vis glacial history, needs to be verified by
independent chronologies in most of the arctic (e.g.,
Wolfe, 1996).
AMS dates on shelly tills and subtill organic deposits
bordering Nares Strait contradict the interpretation that
the weathered terrain remained ice-free during the LGM.
One radiocarbon date on a whole valve collected from till
suggests that the ice advance from Ellesmere Island into
southern Nares Strait postdates 19 ka BP (site 16, Fig. 16
and Table 1) whereas a second sample down-fiord is only
slightly older, dating 23 ka BP (site 17). Elsewhere, shelly
till overlying striated bedrock at the mouth of Franklin
Pierce Bay (site 15, Fig. 16) dates 27 ka BP. These dates,
which indicate ice advance sometime after 30 ka BP (and
possibly much younger), are reinforced by AMS dates on
subtill organic detritus that record an ice-free interval
from &43—20 ka BP west of Makinson Inlet, southeast

Ellesmere island (Blake, 1992b, Fig. 1). Several other
dates from till and outwash have AMS dates younger
than 25 ka BP (sites 3, 7, 10, 12 and 17, Fig. 16 and Table
1). These dates are somewhat younger than those reported from till along southern Nares Strait (28.6—32 ka
BP) which are proposed to be finite (see Blake 1992b).
Mangerud et al. (1981) have also argued for the validity
of C dates on shells in till from western Norway that
have a similar age-range (27.5 to 39.5 ka BP). However,
Bednarski (1995) has shown that similar AMS dates in
the High Arctic have been obtained on shells of Pliocene
age, cautioning against the assumption of accuracy for
radiocarbon dates in this age range. Whether this problem also applies to the younger dates reported here
(&20—25 ka BP) is unknown. However, this age range
spans only four half-lives for C and the remaining
activity of the sample (&7%) is well within the analytical limits for accurate AMS dating.
A plot of amino acid ratios on shells from till and
outwash along Nares Strait (Fig. 18) indicate a near
continuum of ages spanning the late Pleistocene to Holocene. It is emphasized that many ice-transported shells
(either from till or outwash, Table 3) have total ratios
that are lower (younger) than the Robeson aminozone
(0.062, '70 ka, Retelle, 1986). Therefore, sediments assigned to the Robeson aminozone must have been overridden by ice advancing through Nares Strait. The lower
total ratios on shells from till (0.048—0.051) are no more
than twice the Holocene ratios (0.025; C dated at 7.3 ka
BP, site 1, Table 3). This is compatible with the younger
AMS dates (on erratic shells) that range from &20 to 25 ka
BP, and hence; conistent with an ice cover during the LGM.
Clarification of the chronological relationship between
amino acid ratios and AMS dates will require comparative
analyses of the same shell fragment vs. different fragments
from a population of mixed ages (footnote 6, Table 3; also
Blake, 1992b). The fact that the total ratios in glacial outwash (0.32—0.40) are younger than the ratios from till
(0.042—0.051) is problematic because they should display the
same age range, barring differences in their thermal histories (Lemmen and England, 1992). Assuming a similar
thermal history, the lower ratios from deglacial sediments
reinforce the possibility of late ice buildup ((20 ka BP).
The available AMS dates and amino acid ratios obtained on shelly till along Nares Strait indicate that the
weathered sedimentary terrain (England and Bradley,
1978) was covered by ice during the LGM. Hence, the
weathering either predates the LGM, and was protected
by cold- based ice, or it formed during postglacial time.
Either way, these dates dismiss the proposed antiquity of
the weathering zones previously presented along Nares
Strait (England and Bradley, 1978; England et al., 1981).
Surface exposure dating (Cl) of glacially-abraded bedrock on islands within Nares Strait also indicate the
occupation of Nares Strait by glaciers during the LGM
(Zreda et al., in press).
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6.2. Paleogeography of Nares Strait
Holocene dates on shells from deglacial sediments
throughout Nares Strait demonstrate the progressive entry of the sea from both its north and south ends. This
progression is in full accord with the geomorphology that
shows a similar pattern of ice retreat. These data are used
to draw a series of paleogeographic maps showing ice
retreat in Nares Strait from 10 ka BP to 7 ka BP (Fig.
19a—e). They differ from previous reconstructions by
Dyke and Prest (1987), and by Dyke et al. (1996), which
show the strait to be ice-free by 9 ka BP. However, they
are similar to the configuration, but not the flow pattern,
presented by Funder and Hansen (1996).
6.2.1. Ice margins: 10 ka BP (Fig. 19a)
Along the length of Nares Strait, the lack of marine
shells in growth position older than 10.1 ka BP suggests
that the strait was filled by glaciers. During the LGM,
Funder and Hansen (1996) show a lobe of ice bridging
northern Ellesmere Island and Greenland which extends
onto the continental shelf of Lincoln Sea (Fig. 1). At the
south end of Nares Strait, they show a margin in Smith
Sound. At 10 ka, north of Kane Basin, the Greenland ice
occupied eastern Judge Daly Promontory and Hazen
Plateau (Fig. 19a) as recorded by widespread deglacial
landforms and sediments. The reconstruction by Funder
and Hansen (for the same area at 10 ka BP) shows a more
constricted ice margin than shown on Figure 19a (resembling Fig. 19b). South of Judge Daly Promontory,
nunataks displaying well-developed felsenmeer (1000 m
asl) project above the uppermost erratics (&725 m asl,
Fig. 10 and 19a). However, the lack of erratics does not
prove that they remained ice-free. Along western Kane
Basin, ice thickness on Ellesmere Island (during LGM)
suggests the complete inundation of the topography (erratics to *840 m asl). South of Kane Basin, a more
vigorous outflow of Ellesmere Island ice kept the contact
with Greenland ice offshore. Nonetheless, it is likely that
the greater outflow of Greenland ice dominated the
Smith Sound Ice Stream whose margin at 10 ka still
occupied Smith Sound, and possibly reached northern
Baffin Bay.
6.2.2. Ice margins: 9 ka BP (Fig. 19b)
By 9 ka BP, the sea occupied northern Nares Strait
and formed an embayment on Hall Land where shells
had arrived by 9.6 ka BP (Weidick, 1977; England, 1985;
site 3, Fig. 19b). At 9 ka BP, the northern margin of trunk
ice in Nares Strait is shown to extend from Hall Land to
the adjacent Hazen Plateau due to the absence of shell
dates of this age. The eastern margin of this trunk ice is
close to a moraine reported from outermost Hall Land
(Kap Amen) which wraps inland from the strait. Previously, Bennike et al. (1987) had proposed that this
moraine was Late Wisconsinan. At the south end of
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Nares Strait, the sea had penetrated into Smith Sound by
9 ka BP, reaching Cape Herschel, Ellesmere Island (site 6,
Fig. 19b; Blake, 1992a). The lack of similar dates opposite
along the coast of Inglefield Land (Blake et al., 1992),
suggests that the ice margin remained offshore while
a calving bay extended northward along the southeast
Ellesmere Island coast (Fig. 19b). The northward extension of a calving bay along western Smith Sound may
reflect the smaller input of Ellesmere Island ice to the
Smith Sound Ice Stream.
6.2.3. Ice margins: 8.5—6 ka BP (Fig. 19c—e)
At 8.5 ka BP, the northern end of Nares Strait is
dominated by the Petermann Glacier which occupied
Hall Basin while impinging on northeast Judge Daly
Promontory and western Hall Land (Fig. 19c). Subsequent retreat of Petermann Glacier from this position
is recorded by the deposition of encircling glaciomarine
deposits including: the Cape Baird terrace prograding
into Lady Franklin Bay at 8.4 ka BP (Fig. 19c, and site
10, Table 2), and rhythmites containing shells and driftwood on the proximal side of the Petermann Moraine
('10 km long and &100 m high) dated at 8.3 ka BP
(site 11, Fig. 19d). By 8.0 ka BP, marine fauna had penetrated most of Archer Fiord/Lady Franklin Bay, the
perimeter of Judge Daly Promontory, and outer Petermann Fiord (Fig. 19d). In northern Nares Strait, the
southern limit of the sea at 8 ka BP is recorded at site 19
(Fig. 19d). As there are no radiocarbon dates from the
opposite coast of Washington Land (Fig. 2), the position
of the ice margin there is unknown.
At the south end of Nares Strait, radiocarbon dates
reported by Blake (1992a) indicate that the calving bay
along western Smith Sound had progressed northward to
Pim Island by 8.5 ka BP (site 9, Fig. 19c). By 8 ka BP, this
calving bay is shown to extend far to the north, based on
a date of 8.1 ka BP from John Richardson Bay (site 18,
Table 2; and Fig. 19d). This date is attributed to a northward vs. southward migration of fauna because, 50 km to
the north, four dates on ice- contact deposits along
100 km of coastline are consistently younger (7.5 ka BP,
Figs. 17 and 19e). The northern part of this group (sites
30, 33 and 34) likely record the locality where the marine
fauna occupying Nares Strait (&8 ka BP), both to the
north and south, finally merged. South of the 7.5 ka BP
dates, shells had reached the heads of several Ellesmere
island fiords by 7.8 ka BP (site 25, Figs. 17 and 19e and
Table 2) and by 7.7 ka BP (site 28), confirming that the
sea initially reached John Richardson Bay from the
south.
Radiocarbon dates from the Greenland side of central
and southern Nares Strait are sparse, hence the ice margins shown on the paleogeographic maps are speculative.
However, the lack of dates on marine shells prior to 8 ka
BP suggest that most of the Greenland ice was seaward
of the present coast at that time. At the southern end of

Fig. 19. Paleogeographic maps showing the proposed retreat of ice from Nares Strait since 10.1 ka BP. Ellesmere Island ice (red), Greenland ice (green), and the sea (blue). Inferred direction of ice-flow
is shown by black arrows. Key radiocarbon dates are shown in thousands of years (ka BP) with their corresponding site numbers in brackets. Site numbers coincide with those listed in Table 2.
Petermann Moraine (PM) is designated along western Hall Land (map 19c).
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Fig. 19. (continued)

Nares Strait, the oldest Holocene dates reported from
Inglefield Land are 7.8 ka BP (sites 23 and 24, Figs. 17
and 19e and Table 3; Nichols, 1969; Blake et al., 1992).
Offshore, a sediment core collected in a water depth of
377 m, contains benthic forams dated 7590$120 BP
(TO-770; Marentette, 1988). They overlie non- fossiliferous sediments, possibly equivalent to Greenland till
(Kravitz, 1982).
By 7.5 ka BP, the sea separated the remaining Ellesmere Island and Greenland ice occupying Nares Strait
(shown in Fig. 19e), creating a continuous seaway from
the Arctic Ocean to Baffin Bay. Nevertheless, several
fiords bordering Nares Strait, both on Ellesmere Island
and Greenland, were not deglaciated until 6.5 to 6 ka BP
(Fig. 19e and Table 3). Funder (1989, p. 769) concluded
that ‘by 6 ka at least some glaciers were up to 20 km
behind their present front’.

6.3. Regional implications of the data
6.3.1. Thickness and flow pattern of Nares Strait ice
Previous estimates of ice thickness throughout Nares
Strait during the LGM are largely speculative. Dansgaard et al. (1973) proposed that Nares Strait was occupied by an ice ridge, 2500—3000 m thick, which connected
the Greenland and Innuitian ice sheets. Thick ice over
either central Ellesmere Island or Nares Strait during the
LGM has been widely favoured by subsequent theoretical ice sheet reconstructions (Denton and Hughes, 1981;
Hughes, 1987; Tushingham and Peltier, 1991; Peltier,
1994). Blake (1992a) suggested an ice surface elevation of
2500 m over central Kane Basin. Other models propose
ice thicknesses in Nares Strait, ranging from &1100 to
1300 m (Kutzbach and Wright, 1985; Reeh, 1984, respectively). Thinner ice is associated with a saddle rather than
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a ridge in Nares Strait. Quaternary mapping of glacial
sediment and landforms along western Nares Strait significantly adds to the resolution of this issue.
Along the west side of Kane Basin, the uppermost
erratics at &840 m asl are all of Ellesmere Island provenance and provide a minimum elevation for a former ice
surface there. Fifty kilometres north of Kane Basin,
Greenland erratics and meltwater channels reach
&725 m asl for the next 100 km (Figs. 8—10). However,
on northeast Judge Daly Promontory, Greenland erratics rise abruptly to 840 m asl (Fig. 10) recording the
dominance of ice advancing from Petermann Fiord to
the east which was at least 1300 m thick (Fig. 10). South
of Kane Basin, Blake (1977) provides a minimum height
(550 m asl) for the ice surface at the entrance to Smith
Sound. Water depth nearby is at least 500 m (Blake,
1992a), indicating a former ice thickness '1050 m.
Blake et al. (1996) suggest that the ice extended up to
200 km south of Smith Sound based on glacial erosion of
Carey "er (Fig. 1), and streamlined landforms nearby, on
the floor of northern Baffin Bay. The reconstruction by
Funder and Hansen (1996) for LGM ice flow in Nares
Strait differs fundamentally from what is presented here.
They show a divide in Hall Basin, aligned with the axis of
the Petermann Glacier, which sent ice southward toward
Kane Basin. This divide is contradicted by the northward-oriented bedforms along Panikpah River and on
Hans Island (De Freitas, 1990; Fig. 3) which requires
dispersal from an ice divide in Kane Basin.
In two ice sheet reconstructions for Arctic Canada and
Greenland, Reeh (1984, p. 119) reports... ‘several domes
with elevations up to 2100 and 2300 m, respectively, and
ice thicknesses around 500 m, positioned above the present local ice caps of Ellesmere and Devon islands’. Evidence presented here indicates that, during the LGM, the
eastward drainage of ice from Ellesmere Island ice caps
was impeded by Greenland ice whose surface reached at
least 1 km above the floor of the Nares Strait. The buttressing by Greenland ice would have caused the margin
of coalescent Ellesmere Island ice to thicken, reducing its
surface gradient and rate of outflow to the east. The
resulting conservation of energy would have promoted
thickening of the eastern Ellesmere island ice divide,
producing enhanced westward flow towards Eureka
Sound (Fig. 1). Geological evidence consistent with this
westward flow is provided by Hodgson (1985) and Bell
(1992, 1996), who reported widespread granite erratics on
Fosheim Peninsula, west-central Ellesmere Island. Bell
(1992, p. 106) stated that ‘the simplest dispersal mechanism that explains the granite distribution involves
a westerly flow through Bay Fiord from a former centre
over the Canadian Shield of southeastern Ellesmere Island. Once in Eureká Sound lowlands, the ice flow probably diverged north and south’. Bell (1992) concluded
that the minimum age for the last deposition of granites
on Fosheim Peninsula was 0. 4 Ma, and its maximum age

was 2 Ma. However, given the buttressing of convergent
ice masses in Nares Strait during the LGM, it is proposed
that this dispersal train was active during the LGM.
Ö Cofaigh (1997, 1998) reports that marine limit
bordering southern Eureka Sound, northward to Bay
Fiord (Fig. 1), is deglacial and early Holocene,
confirming a late Wisconsinan age for the granite dispersal train. Whether the surface elevation of trunk ice in
Nares Strait ever breached the height of the east Ellesmere Island ice divide is unknown, but if it did; Greenland ice would have flowed directly to Eureka Sound.
Coalescent Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice on the
northeast Hazen Plateau also must have generated a vigorous flow toward the Lincoln Sea during the LGM,
however, field observations are unavailable for this area
(Fig. 1).
6.3.2. Paleoclimatic implications
A long-standing paleoclimatic argument against the
growth of the Innuitian Ice Sheet during the last glaciation
has involved the constraint of regional aridity (England,
1976a, 1987a, 1996; Bradley and England, 1978). Elsewhere
in Arctic Canada, aridity had been invoked to explain why
Laurentide Ice did not advance completely across eastern
Baffin Island during the last glaciation (Andrews et al.,
1974). Today, annual precipitation on Ellesmere Island
ranges from &15 cm on the central and northern ice caps
to &30 cm on those facing Baffin Bay (Atmospheric Environment Service, 1982). Based on climatic changes in Arctic
Canada during the period of instrumental record, Bradley
and England (1978) concluded that ice sheet growth depended far more on increased precipitation than lower
temperature. Similar conclusions were based on past glacial
activity in the central Canadian Arctic (Dyke and Morris,
1990), on Baffin Island (Miller and de Vernal, 1991) and
from the modelling of mass balance for the NE Greenland Ice Sheet (B+ggild et al., 1994).
Evidence in support of severe aridity surrounding Baffin Bay during the LGM is derived largely from the ice
core record. This indicates a strong depletion of dO
throughout the Late Wisconsinan, indicating extreme
cold and reduced precipitation (Dansgaard et al., 1973;
Paterson, 1977; GRIP Members, 1993; Grootes et al.,
1993). Other proxy data, such as the occurrence of expansive sea ice in the North Atlantic and Baffin Bay (Aksu
and Piper, 1987), as well as extensive sand dunes along
the north coast of Alaska between 28 and 13.5 ka BP
(Dinter et al., 1990), reinforce this paleoclimatic argument on a regional scale. However, Blake (1992a) argued
that reduced precipitation around Baffin Bay did not
necessarily preclude the growth of the Innuitian Ice Sheet
after &30 ka BP, because mass balance could still be
positive. Furthermore, not all proxy data suggest conditions unfavourable for glacier buildup throughout the late
Wisconsinan. For example, box cores collected from the
western Arctic Ocean record ‘a slight warming and/or
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more open water indicated by abundant foraminifera
between 24 and 28 ka’ (Darby et al., 1997). In the light of
widespread, recent evidence for the buildup of the Innuitian Ice Sheet after 30 ka BP, the question remains:
what is the paleoclimatic mechanism for its growth?
Recent research on several Greenland ice cores has
highlighted a pronounced increase in dO after
&15 cal. yr BP, which has been attributed to a pronounced increase in precipitation of up to 200% (with the
exception of the Younger Dryas, 11—10 ka BP; Firestone
et al., 1990; Alley et al., 1993; Kapsner et al., 1995).
England (1996) proposed a provisional paleoclimatic
model linking this increased precipitation to the late
growth of ice in the High Arctic which, according to the
Franklin Ice Complex model, reached its limit &8 ka
BP. Geological evidence for such a late growth of ice was
provided by AMS dates (26—13 ka BP) on individual shell
fragments in till, collected along eastern Ellesmere Island
(England, 1996). Similarly, Lemmen (1989, p. 2586) reported ice-transported, terrestrial organics from northern Ellesmere Island which suggested that the LGM ‘was
attained after 23 ka, and possibly after 11 ka’. On northwest Ellesmere Island, Evans (1990) reported ice-transported shells recording an advance to the last ice limit at,
or following, 14.5 ka BP. And Blake (1992b) reports subtill organic detritus as young as 20 ka BP on southern
Ellesmere Island.
The simplest explanation for the present lack of shell
dates along Nares Strait between &13 and 19 ka BP, is
the exclusion of fauna by glaciers. The rate of preceding
ice sheet buildup could be readily tested by the marine
record, especially from northern Baffin Bay and the Lincoln Sea (Fig. 2). Research concerning detrital carbonate
(DC) in northern Baffin Bay indicates that the last DC
event occurred just prior to 12.6 ka BP, however; there
are at least six other events between that time and
&44 ka BP (Andrews et al., 1998). Additional AMS
dates from widespread shelly tills would also serve to
clarify the youngest age for ice advance in different sectors of the former Innuitian Ice Sheet.
Support for coalescent Innuitian and Greenland ice
along Nares Strait during the LGM ends a long-standing
debate and has broad implications for neighbouring
areas and disciplines. Enhanced westward flow from Ellesmere Island ice divides to Eureka Sound is one important consequence and this is linked to a granite erratic
train which extends there via Bay Fiord (Hodgson, 1985;
Bell, 1992; Ö Cofaigh, 1998). Recent geological evidence for the glacial inundation of Nansen Sound (Fig. 1)
during the LGM also requires the inundation of Eureka
Sound which is tributary to it (Bednarski, in press). The
occupation of Eureka Sound by the Innuitian Ice Sheet
during the LGM would harmonize the glacioisostatic
interpretation of postglacial emergence on the east and
west coasts of Ellesmere island (England, 1997; England
and Ö Cofaigh, 1998). The prominent ridge of postglacial
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emergence along Eureka Sound reaches 150 m asl since
9 ka BP (part of the Innuitian uplift, Walcott 1970), and
this exceeds the postglacial emergence in Nares Strait
(80—125 m asl) where ice thickness during the LGM was
at least 1 km. The axis of the Innuitian uplift along
Eureka Sound would therefore define the axis of the
alpine sector of the Innuitian Ice Sheet (England and
Ö Cofaigh 1998). Dyke (in press, a and b) also presents
geological evidence for the Innuitian Ice Sheet in the
more open topography of the central arctic islands during the LGM. He shows that the southward flow of ice
through the marine channel bordering western Devon
Island (Fig. 1) requires an ice divide to the north which
also coincides with the southern axis of the Innuitian
uplift. Collectively, these regional revisions present new
opportunities to refine our understanding of the
Innuitian Ice Sheet (its configuration, geometry and pattern of retreat) and to couple these data to renewed
glaciological and geophysical modelling. The history of
the Innuitian Ice Sheet throughout the westernmost arctic islands remains largely uninvestigated and its clarification is relevant to high latitude paleoclimatic reconstructions, to the sedimentary record of the interisland
channels and adjacent Arctic Ocean (Bischof and Darby
1997; Darby, et al., 1997), and to the northeastern limit of
Beringia that remains undocumented.
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